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WILL MAKE YOU
The new S-CROSS will make you: safe, 
more refined and more connected. Bold, 
confident SUV-styling and intelligent safety 
performance are just the beginning. Plenty of 
room for friends, family and gear, and ALLGRIP 
technology allows you take control of any road.
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Great Looks  
And a Taste for Life
We are often told not to judge by first impressions, 
but even at a glance, the S-CROSS gives away its true 
character. You can tell that it’s a tough SUV with loads 
of presence, featuring oversized upper and lower grilles 
that command attention and beg for adventure. But 
as you look a little closer you discover it’s also stylish, 
elegant and refined.
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Aggressive 
SUV Styling

Making a strong first impression is always important, 
but making a lasting one is what determines your 
legacy. The difference is in the details. The more you 
look, the more you like; and that’s what the S-CROSS 
promises.

Front and Rear LED Lamps

Bursting with vitality and all-around coolness, the 
headlamps and rear combination lamps each feature 
three LED position lamps for a dynamic impression. The 
front position lamps also function as daytime running 
lights.

Ruggedly Bold

The square, front and rear wheel arches add character 
to the exterior styling. Bold, silver garnishes on the 
front face and rear bumper deliver a strong first and 
lasting impression that adds to the confident SUV 
appearance. running lights.

Stylised Front Grille

The impressive piano-black front grille delivers a 
dynamic presence that immediately sets the S-CROSS 
apart. The front emblem is set within a chrome-finish 
bar that contains the power of the grille.

Integrated Roof Rails

The silver anodised aluminium integrated roof rails are 
as stunning as they are functional, providing a sharp 
aesthetic with an aerodynamic smoothness.
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Room  
To Play
Even on the inside, the S-CROSS 
is about living large. The spacious 
cabin feels expansive thanks to a 
large front window and high  
side-visibility. Come and see 
what you’ve been missing.

Seat Upholstery

The elegant and ergonomically designed leather seats feature real leather on the 
sides and an intricate tape-weave design in synthetic leather that expresses the 
car’s rugged SUV nature in the centre. The fabric seats feature the same design 
sense, using an embossed material for the centre panel. Leather available on 
GLX, fabric available on GL+

Spacious Cabin 

Ample room in both the front and rear seating areas 
make it easy to kick back, relax and enjoy the ride.

Adjustable Rear Seatback

The rear seatback is adjustable to two settings to 
increase comfort or maximise cargo space.  
Available on the GLX

Dual-zone Automatic Air Conditioner 

Dual-zone Automatic Air Conditioner
Thanks to the dual-zone AC, you can personalise 
temperature control to match the individual preferences 
of driver and passenger. Available on the GLX

Panoramic Sunroof

Double sliding glass panels create an extra-large opening for the panoramic  
sunroof that can be enjoyed from any seat in the car. Optional on GLX with ALLGRIP

Leather Fabric
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Connect  
With The World

Heading out on a new adventure 
doesn’t mean leaving the world behind. 
The S-CROSS features technology and 
functions that keep you in touch with 
your car and your lifestyle.

The meters, navigation display and air-conditioning display panel are for shown 
for reference purposes only, and are different from the actual display.

Display audio 

The display audio features the latest in digital convenience, 
including Apple CarPlay®, Android Auto™, voice recognition and 
hands-free Bluetooth® calling. Standard features also include 
radio, music and movie USB, iPod and Bluetooth® music playback. 
Keeping you in-tune with the vehicle, it also displays information 
such as fuel economy, driving range, warnings, rear-view camera, 
360 view camera.

9-inch display audio on GLX

Smartphone Connectivity 
Apple CarPlay™ lets you connect 
your iPhone wirelessly or via USB  
to make calls, access your music, 
send and receive messages, and  
get directions all with your voice 
through Siri or by tapping on the 
audio display.

Apple CarPlay is available in the countries listed at the 
following link: 
http://www.apple.com/ios/feature-
availability/#applecarplay-applecarplay
For more details including iPhone models compatible 
with Apple CarPlay see: http://www.apple.com/ios/
carplay/
Apple, Apple CarPlay and iPhone are trademarks of 
Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Wireless connection is available for the 9-inch display 
audio only. Wired connection for the 7-inch display 
audio.

Smartphone Connectivity 

Android Auto™ is a simpler, safer 
way to use your phone in the car. 
Get all your favorite maps, media, 
and messaging apps on your car 
display

Android Auto is available in the countries listed at the 
following link:
https://www.android.com/auto/
Requires the Android Auto app on Google Play and an 
Android compatible smartphone running Android™ 6.0 
or higher.
https://g.co/androidauto/requirements
Android and Android Auto are trademarks of Google 
LLC.
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Work Hard, 
Play Harder
The S-CROSS understands that life is 
meant to be enjoyed. Whether part of 
your daily commute or the start of a 
new chapter in your life, the S-CROSS 
delivers on its promises.

Overhead Console

The overhead console incorporates convenient map 
lamps and a sunglasses holder. Available on the GLX

Front Centre Console Box

The front centre console box includes a built-in USB port 
and offers a convenient space to store small items.

Rear Centre Armrest

The retractable centre armrest includes two cup 
holders for rear passengers. Available on the GLX

Flexible Luggage Space

The 60:40-split rear seatback and  
multi-position luggage area board make it easy 
to accommodate a variety of cargo.

Front Centre Armrest

The front centre armrest position can be adjusted 
for driver comfort and incorporates a console box 

for storing small items.

Seatback Pocket

A pocket on the back of the front passenger seat 
conveniently holds maps, books or your tablet.
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1.4 BOOSTERJET Engine
The S-CROSS is powered by a 

torque-full 1.4-litre, BOOSTERJET 
direct-injection turbo engine. The 

intercooled turbocharger forces 
pressurised air into the cylinders, 

maximising torque at low rpm. The 
direct injection system optimises 

amount, timing and pressure of 
fuel for enhanced performance and 

efficiency.

6-speed Automatic 

Transmission
Wide gear ratios deliver 
excellent acceleration, even 
from standing starts. And more 
importantly, they reduce fuel 
consumption when you are 
cruising at high-speed.

The Power  
To Move You
Getting where you want to go should be 
as much fun as what awaits when you 
get there. An innovative combination 
of power, efficiency and control ensure 
that the experience is a memorable 
one.

Auto
Prioritises fuel economy in 
typical driving conditions, only 
switching to 4WD when slippage 
is detected.

Sport
Increases cornering performance 
by allocating additional torque 
to the rear wheels. Sport mode 
also optimises accelerator-torque 
characteristics to increase engine 
response.

Snow
Provides excellent stability and 
enhanced traction, especially 
during acceleration, on snow, 
unpaved or other slippery 
surfaces.

Lock
This mode delivers maximum 
torque to the rear wheels to get 
you out of sticky situations such 
as deep snow, mud or sand. 
Automatically switches to Snow 
mode at 60 km/h.
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ALLGRIP* For  
Crossing Any Road
The S-CROSS is an all-around 
SUV, putting you in control in any 
driving situation thanks to ALLGRIP 
SELECT. Suzuki proprietary AWD 
technology gives you the ability to 
take on any road.
*AWD is not recommended for use on the beach or in   
suspected 4WD terrain.
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Watching 
Over You

You never know when lightning will 
strike, so it’s good to know that the 
S-CROSS features the latest technology 
to assist you when parking or when it’s 
hard to see what’s around you.

360 View Camera 

The 360-degree view provides added safety and convenience. It 
uses four cameras (front, rear and both sides) to offer a variety 
of views, including 3D view for safe starts and top view for safer 
parking. 

Available on the 9-inch display audio, which is standard on the GLX. The 360 
view camera does have some blind spots and is not a replacement for safe 

driving. Please do not rely on this system alone. Always drive safely.

Blind spot monitor

Lane changing at speeds above 15 km/h is made safer by two rear 
mounted side radar sensors capable of detecting vehicles located 
in or approaching the rear blind spots on either side of the 
vehicle. When a vehicle is approaching or detected in a rear blind 
spot, a warning LED icon is illuminated in the relevant exterior 
mirror. If the driver indicates to change lanes, a flashing LED icon 
is accompanied by a warning sound alert.

Front and Rear Parking Sensors

Ultrasonic sensors in the bumpers detect obstacles and warn the 
driver with sounds and graphics on the multi-information display.
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Choose The 
Way You Live

The question of what road to take 
in life is personal and subjective. 
That’s where the S-CROSS gives you 
the upper hand. Because some days, 
you’re in the mood to discover where 
other roads lead.



All care is taken to ensure the accuracy of this brochure at the time of publication approval. Specifications, features, prices and model availability may vary from State to State and may 
change without notice. Always consult your authorised Suzuki Dealer or refer to www.suzukiqld.com.au for the latest details on all models. SUZUKI will not be held liable for any loss as 
a result of reliance on the content of this brochure, whether in negligence or otherwise. Vehicles are shown for illustrative purposes only and may not depict exact Australian specifica-
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